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Power producer : ENGINE

The power transmitted through

Clutch,

Gear box or Transmission,

Universal joints,

Propeller shaft or Drive shaft,

Differential and

Rear axles extending to the Wheels.

The application of engine power to the driving wheels 

through all these parts is called power transmission. 



CLUTCH



 Clutch is used in transmission system for gradual to 

engage and disengage the engine to gear box

 The clutch is located between the engine and the 

transmission

 When the clutch is engaged the power flows from the 

engine to the rear wheels through the transmission 

system and the vehicle moves





The main parts of a clutch:

1. Driving members (pressure plate)

2. Driven members (clutch plate /                        

friction disc)

3. Operating members



Different types of clutches are as follows:

1. Friction clutch

(a) Single plate clutch

(b) Multiplate clutch

(c) Cone clutch

2. Centrifugal clutch

3. Semi-centrifugal clutch

4. Diaphragm clutch

5. Dog and Spline clutch

6. Hydraulic clutch

7. Electro magnetic clutch

8. Vacuum clutch

9. Over-running clutch

10. Electric clutch

























TRANSMISSION



The word “transmission” is 

used for a device that is 

located between the clutch 

and the propeller shaft



To run the vehicle

To allow high speed

To provide high torque

Vehicle will takes on reverse



There are various types of gears are 

used in the transmission systems

1. Spur gear

2. Helical gear

3. Bevel gear

4. Worm gear

5. Sprocket gear



1. Sliding mesh gear box

2. Constant mesh gear box

3. Synchro mesh gear box

4. Epicyclic Gear Box









GEAR SHIFT 

MECHANISM



Steering column gear shift 

mechanism

Floor mounted shift 

mechanism (or) Floor board 

shift mechanism.







FLUID 

COUPLING



Fluid flywheel (or)

Fluid clutch (or)

Hydraulic coupling (or)

Hydro dynamic drive 



 Driving member 

[Impeller/Turbine]

 Driven member 

[Runner/Pump]

 Fluid 



 Driving member is attached to engine flywheel

 Driven member is attached to gear box shaft

 Two members do not have any direct contact

 Two rotors filled with fluid of suitable viscosity

 Provided with radial ribs to form a number of 

passages







 Driving member begins to move inside the 

housing containing oil

 Pockets of the moving driving member are 

filled with oil

 Centrifugal force causes the oil to be forced 

outward radially

 The pockets are designed to splash the oil & 

to strikes the driven member

 The oil film will be generated







TORQUE 

CONVERTER



 Driving member 

[Impeller/Turbine]

 Driven member 

[Runner/Pump]

 Fluid 

 Stator









RWD, FWD 

& 4WD CAR



1) RWD CAR



(REAR WHEEL DRIVE)

Rear wheel drive, RWD, drive 

shafts transfer power from the 

transmission to the rear axle



2) FWD CAR



(FRONT WHEEL DRIVE)

Front wheel drive, FWD, drive 

shafts transfer power from the 

transaxle to the two front wheels



3) 4WD CAR



PROPELLER 

SHAFT





The propeller shaft is connected

between the gear box and the 

differential with u-joint at each end

 The propeller shaft is a driving shaft

A sliding joint is also used between 

the propeller shaft and the „U‟ joint



The rotary motion of the gearbox 

main shaft & propeller shaft to the 

differential, causing the rear wheels 

to rotate

The propeller shaft has to withstand

the torsional stresses of the 

transmitting torque. 



1. Propeller shaft with solid tube

2. Propeller shaft with rubber element 

in the tube





SLIP 

JOINT



 A slip joint is built in the propeller shaft

 The slip joint allows the propeller shaft to 

change length.

 If there is no slip joint, the propeller shaft 

would buckle.





UNIVERSAL

JOINT



U-joint is used where two shafts are 

connected at an angle

One U-joint is used to connect the 

transmission main shaft and the propeller 

shaft

Other U-joint is used to connect the other 

end of the propeller shaft and the differential 

pinion shaft



It consists of two Y-shaped yokes

One on driving shaft &

Other on driven shaft

A cross-piece called the „spider‟

The four arms of spider, known as 

„Trunnions’





1. VARIABLE VELOCITY JOINT

 HOOKS TYPE (CROSS or SPIDER or   

TWO YOKES)

 POT TYPE

 FLEXIBLE RING TYPE

2. CONSTANT VELOCITY JOINT

 RZEPPA TYPE

 TRIPOD / BIRFIELD  TYPE













FINAL DRIVE



To turn the drive through 900, 

the torque transmitted from 

propeller shaft to the rear axles

To provide a permanent gear 

reduction.





1. Straight bevel gears

2. Spiral bevel gears

3. Hypoid bevel gears





The crown wheel and bevel 

pinion axis are same line

Straight cutting teeth

Simple manufacturing

Less noise 

Less rate of wear





The crown wheel and bevel pinion 

axis are same line

Stronger than straight bevel gears, 

because of greater contact of the teeth

Silent running operation

Maximum power

transmission





Present day cars - hypoid bevel gears 

are used

Permits below the axis of the crown 

wheel

Strong teeth

More expensive

Require special tool



DIFFERENTIAL



 It connects between propeller shaft & rear 

axles

 The purpose of the differential

◦When a vehicle is taking a turn, the 

rear wheels take movements



1. Bevel pinion

2. Crown wheel

3. Differential cage

4. Sun gears

5. Planet pinions 

(or) Star gears

6. Half shafts

7. Cross pin (or) Spider



1. Bevel pinion

2. Crown wheel

3. Differential cage

4. Sun gears

5. Planet pinions 

(or) Star gears

6. Half shafts

7. Cross pin (or) Spider



REAR AXLE





It transmit power from the differential to 

the driving wheels

The rear axle is not a single piece, but it is 

in two halves

Inner end is connected to the sun gear of 

the differential

Outer end is connected to the driving 

wheel 



1. Semi floating axle

2. Full floating axle

3. Three quarter floating axle









REAR AXLE 

DRIVES



To avoid the excessive 

movement of the 

differential housing



1. Hotchkiss drive

2. Torque tube drive





It consists of propeller shaft with slip 

joint and two universal joints

The propeller shaft is not enclosed

The spring is fixed in the middle of 

the rear axle

This type is used now-a-days in most 

of the vehicles





The propeller shaft is enclosed in a hollow 

tube

The tube is rigidly bolted in differential 

housing

The tube is supported the propeller shaft

Only one U - joint is necessary in this type

No sliding joint is fitted in propeller shaft



OVER DRIVE





 It is fitted between gear box and propeller 

shaft

 The over drive permits the propeller shaft 

to rotate faster

 Overdrive is fitted in top gear only

 It permits the engine to operate only about 

10% of the propeller shaft speed

 It is essentially suited to high powered cars



TRANSFER 

BOX



This system is used in a four wheel drive 

transmission system

A transfer box is placed between the gear 

box and back axle unit

The gear box transfers the drive from the 

main gear box to both the front and rear 

axles









1. CLUTCH – CONSTRUCTION, WORKING & TYPES

2. GEAR BOX – CONSTRUCTION, WORKING & TYPES

3. FLUID FLYWHEEL – OPERATION, SKETCH

4. TORQUE CONVERTER – OPERATION, SKETCH

5. PROPELLER SHAFT, SLIP JOINT, UNIVERSAL JOINT

6. DIFFERENTIAL – OPERATION, SKETCH

7. REAR AXLE

 SEMI FLOATING AXLE

 FULL FLOATING AXLE

 THREE QUARTER FLOATING AXLE

8. REAR AXLE DRIVES

 TORQUE TUBE DRIVE

 HOTCHKISS DRIVE

9. OVER DRIVE & TRANSFER BOX


